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Emerging Use of Ultra-High-Field 7T MRI in the Study of
Intracranial Vascularity: State of the Field and

Future Directions
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ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: Cerebrovascular disease is a major source of mortality that commonly requires neurosurgical intervention. MR imaging
is the preferred technique for imaging cerebrovascular structures, as well as regions of pathology that include microbleeds and is-
chemia. Advanced MR imaging sequences such as time-of-flight, susceptibility-weighted imaging, and 3D T2-weighted sequences
have demonstrated excellent depiction of arterial and venous structures with and without contrast administration. While the
advantages of 3T compared with 1.5T have been described, the role of ultra-high-field (7T) MR imaging in neurovascular imaging
remains poorly understood. In the present review, we examine emerging neurosurgical applications of 7T MR imaging in vascular
imaging of diverse conditions and discuss current limitations and future directions for this technique.

ABBREVIATION: UHF 4 ultra-high-field

MR imaging at 7T is particularly beneficial to vascular imag-
ing techniques. TOF angiography benefits from increased

SNR and lengthening T1s at higher field strengths, allowing more
effective tagging of flowing spins.1,2 SWI also benefits from
increased SNR as well as the enhanced sensitivity of susceptibility
effects at 7T.3,4 Vessel wall imaging techniques benefit in the
same way as other T2-weighted sequences from increased SNR,
allowing depiction of smaller structures such as the thickness of
the vessel wall. MPRAGE also benefits from increased SNR, per-
mitting smaller voxel volumes and higher-resolution imaging.
The benefits along with the limitations of 7T MR imaging,
including increased B0 and B1 inhomogeneity artifacts, should be
examined to clarify the role of this emerging technology in the
field of cerebrovascular imaging.

Here, we focus on the vascular components of neurologic pro-
tocols at 7T and their value to better diagnose and plan surgery,
predict prognosis, and monitor treatment. We cover current pri-
mary neurosurgical applications for 7T vascular imaging and dis-
cuss areas for future development.

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS
Intracranial Tumors
Glioma. High-grade gliomas are among the most vascularized
malignant neoplasms, and angiogenesis is critical to their
growth.5,6 There is interest in quantifying micro- and macro-
vascular properties of gliomas to predict tumor grade and bet-
ter characterize microscopic infiltration (On-line Table 1).
Moenninghoff et al7 found increasing microvascularity from
low- to high-grade gliomas using 7T T2* MR imaging; 7T
depicted susceptibility patterns that indicated microvascular-
ity in 53% of patients compared with 33% using 1.5T MR
imaging. While the authors attribute this difference to
increased sensitivity of susceptibility contrast at 7T, there is a
possibility that some of these findings could be false-positives
due to increased conspicuity of imaging features imparted by a
higher SNR at an ultra-high-field (UHF) strength. Differentiation
of these potential false-positives from true clinical findings is an
important area of future investigation.7 Paek et al8 also found that
T2* 7T MR imaging provided superior depiction of glioma micro-
vascularity compared with 1.5T MR imaging and reported gliomas
with high intratumoral vasculature in 33.3% of cases at 7T com-
pared with 12.5% at 1.5T. Christoforidis et al9 used UHF gradient-
echo MR imaging to demonstrate that tumoral pseudoblush
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correlated histologically with foci of increased microvascularity
and overall tumor grade. These studies suggest that 7T MR imag-
ing may be useful in the noninvasive evaluation of tumor features
that contribute to the World Health Organization grade, including
microvascularity and necrosis, and could facilitate early stratifica-
tion and risk assessment for patients with gliomas. However, mul-
tiple authors have also conceded that susceptibility artifacts near
large air-tissue interfaces and the skull base could compromise the
utility of 7T in some patients.8,10

MR imaging at 7T may also assist in identifying parenchymal
areas with an increased likelihood of microscopic high-grade gli-
oma infiltration, which is challenging at clinical field strengths and
important for determining resection margins.11 Various imaging
metrics, including those based on DWI, have been used to identify
white matter infiltration by gliomas that cannot be resolved at
lower field strengths. In addition, 7T SWI has proved superior in
the delineation of venous structures.3 Grabner et al4 found that 7T
SWI correctly predicted high-grade gliomas in 23.8% more cases
than 3T SWI, suggesting that vasculature quantification at 7T may
offer increased sensitivity for imaging glioblastoma multiforme
preoperatively. These results concur with those of Moenninghoff
et al,7 who also found higher tumor microvascularity in high-grade
gliomas compared with low-grade lesions using 7T SWI.

Clinical applications of TOF angiography have been some-
what limited due to low spatial resolution attained at 1.5T and
3T; therefore, DSA remains the criterion standard angiographic
technique. However, detectability of arterial structures using 7T
TOF could be useful in noninvasive characterization of intratu-
moral vasculature. Advantages of TOF at 7T include increased
SNR, longer T1 relaxation times augmenting vessel-tissue con-
trast, and inherently hyperintense arterial vasculature at higher
field strengths overall.1,2 Radbruch et al12 demonstrated the
feasibility of 7T TOF in imaging intratumoral vessels, report-
ing excellent delineation of vasculature in all 12 patients, even
though tortuous and highly permeable arteries in glioblastoma
multiforme traditionally challenge delineation by TOF.
Furthermore, because gliomas tend to display greater angio-
genesis with increasing grade, 7T TOF may be useful in nonin-
vasive grading of gliomas;13 7T TOF angiography may also
prove useful in monitoring the success of antiangiogenic
agents in slowing tumor growth.14

Brain Metastases. Early detection and delineation of brain metas-
tases is critical in optimizing treatment planning. Historical strat-
egies at conventional strengths, including higher dose contrast
and magnetization transfer contrast imaging, have increased the
detectability of enhancing metastases.15 Exploitation of suscepti-
bility is another method to identify subtle lesions. Just as 3T dem-
onstrates superior sensitivity for brain metastases compared with
1.5T,16 7T MR imaging demonstrates 20% more cerebral micro-
hemorrhages on SWI compared with 1.5T, even though the
quantity of brain metastases on T1-weighted MPRAGE is essen-
tially equivalent.15 Because microscopic bleeding is common in
brain metastases, 7T SWI may increase detection of very subtle met-
astatic disease. Direct comparison with 3T SWI is warranted.
Increased susceptibility at higher field strengths may augment iden-
tification of metastatic brain foci over conventional techniques.

Skull Base Tumors. The skull base is anatomically complex.
High-resolution imaging can contribute greatly to preoperative
planning. de Rotte et al17 were the first to demonstrate the feasi-
bility of pituitary adenoma imaging at 7T; however, their study
did not report on vascular sequences. Barrett et al10 used a
semiquantitative rating system to demonstrate superior visual-
ization of internal carotid artery branches and vasculature
within skull base tumors using 7T TOF, despite higher B0 and
B1 inhomogeneity artifacts at 7T. It does appear that TOF
could benefit surgical navigation to minimize vascular injury
during endoscopic pituitary surgery (Fig 1). Additional limita-
tions associated with 7T skull base imaging include artifacts
from proximity to large air-tissue interfaces, such as the sphe-
noid sinus.17 Future technical development including advanced shim-
ming and parallel transmit will be important to overcome local
magnetic field inhomogeneity.

Most important, no study has directly compared noncon-
trast 7T TOF with contrast-enhanced 3T in the detection of
intratumoral and adjacent vascular structures. Such an analysis
is warranted because increased visibility of arterial structures
at 7T may ultimately limit contrast administration for some
patients.

In their study of a homogeneous series of meningiomas at 7T,
Song et al18 reported increased peri- and intratumoral vasculature
and enhanced delineation of the tumor-brain interface in 4 patients
with supratentorial meningiomas. Although the current diagnostic
utility of conventional MR imaging for meningioma is already high,
increased spatial resolution and SNR make 7T well-positioned to
improve vascular characterization among these tumors.

Treatment Monitoring for Tumors. Microhemorrhages are com-
mon sequelae following radiation therapy for intracranial neo-
plasms.19 Lupo et al20 reported high rates of microbleeds on 7T SWI
among patients with glioma 2 years after radiation. Another study of
7T SWI in 113 patients having undergone focal radiation found a
100% incidence of at least 1 microbleed 2 years following radiation.21

Belliveau et al19 further demonstrated the increased ability of 7T to
detect radiation-related cerebral microbleeds using SWI, apparent
transverse relaxation, and quantitative susceptibility mapping. Bian
et al23 found significantly more cerebral microbleeds in 7/10 patients
with gliomas who underwent radiation therapy using 7T SWI com-
pared with 3T SWI.22 However, when patients with 3 relatively infe-
rior tumors were included, the effect between field strengths was not
significant, suggesting that 7T SWI is more sensitive away from areas
prone to inherent susceptibility artifacts.23 SWI at 7T, combined with
tumor location consideration, may offer additional diagnostic value in
early detection of radiation-inducedmicrovascular damage.

In addition to imaging vascular damage from radiation ther-
apy, there is growing interest in leveraging 7T vascular imaging
to monitor the efficacy of drug therapy for aggressive intracranial
neoplasms.24 Grabner et al24 used 7T SWI to study longitudinal
glioma microvasculature changes during antiangiogenic therapy,
concluding that 7T SWI is useful for antiangiogenic therapy
monitoring in patients with advanced disease. The feasibility of
high-resolution imaging of intratumoral arteries has also been
demonstrated with 7T TOF12; however, its utility in assessing
antiangiogenic efficacy has not yet been defined.
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Dynamic contrast-enhanced imaging with 7T may also play
an increasingly important role in the management of intracranial
tumors and is a worthwhile area of technical development (On-
line Appendix and On-line Fig 1).

Epilepsy
The benefits of 7T protocols for studying previously nonlesional
epilepsy have recently been described.25 Vascular imaging
sequences, in conjunction with structural MR imaging, hold
promise in localizing cryptogenic seizure-onset zones in the set-
ting of vascular lesions. It is estimated that up to 70% of sympto-
matic cavernomas cause seizures, approximately 40% of which
are drug-resistant.26-28 Seizure freedom following cavernoma sur-
gery is dependent on complete resection of the vascular malfor-
mation and metabolic products in the surrounding hemosiderin
ring, and approximately 25% of patients with cavernoma-related
epilepsy fail to achieve postoperative seizure freedom.29 The ab-
sence of an identifiable epileptogenic focus can disqualify certain
patients from neurosurgery, necessitate invasive intracranial
monitoring to localize seizure onset zone, and predispose patients
who do progress to an operation to inferior postoperative out-
comes.30 Advanced imaging tools may help clarify epileptogene-
sis and guide neurosurgical therapy.

Schlamann et al31 found a greater number of cavernomas
using T2*-weighted gradient-echo imaging at 7T compared with
1.5T, consistent with enhanced susceptibility that is known to

occur at higher fields. This finding is supported by a prior
study that reported increased cavernoma detectability at 3T
compared with 1.5T SWI.32 In a series of 37 patients with epi-
lepsy with various etiologies who had negative findings on
MR imaging at a lower field strength, small cavernomas
were identified in 3 patients, 2 of which were likely related to
epileptogenesis.33 Developmental venous anomalies were
detected in 4 other patients using 7T SWI, 2 of which coin-
cided with regions of electrographic abnormality, suggesting
possible occult cavernomas.33 In another study of 11 patients
with epilepsy with negative findings on MR imaging, 1
patient’s diagnosis changed from suspected focal cortical dys-
plasia to cavernoma based on 7T SWI.34 Examples of 7T SWI
for polymicrogyria and cavernoma as epileptogenic foci are
shown in Fig 2 and On-line Fig 2, respectively.

While these studies provide compelling evidence to sup-
port the use of 7T in vascular epilepsy imaging, no study has
directly compared cavernoma detectability between 3T and
7T SWI. Comparison of Engel and quality-of-life scores
between patients who underwent preoperative 7T versus con-
ventional MR imaging may clarify the role of 7T imaging in
treating cavernoma-related epilepsy. Although the impor-
tance of hemosiderin ring excision in cavernoma surgery is
controversial,35,36 7T MR imaging may facilitate a more pre-
cise definition of hemosiderin to optimize the resection of
perilesional hemosiderin deposits.

FIG 1. Axial (A and B) and coronal (C and D) T2-weighted 1.5T (A and C) and 7T (B and D) images in a patient with a giant pituitary macroadenoma.
C and D, Magnified approximately 250% compared with A and B. Although lesion margins are conspicuous at 1.5T, the 7T image provides a better
definition of the internal architecture, including intrinsic adenoma vasculature (white arrowheads in B, C, and D). Both strengths show a nodule
of slightly lower signal posterolaterally (arrows in A and B), but internal architecture is again better seen at 7T. Coronal MIP projection of a 7T
time-of-flight MRA in the same patient (E) shows striate artery displacement (double arrowheads), as well as a recruited posterior circulation
supply inferiorly (double-headed arrow) and additional vessels arising from the anterior cerebral artery superiorly (arrowheads).
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Neurovascular Pathology
Aneurysm. Intracranial aneurysms occur in approximately 3% of
the general population. Rupture and subarachnoid hemorrhage
are associated with considerable morbidity and mortality.37 While
neurosurgical treatment for intracranial aneurysms, including sur-
gical clipping and endovascular coiling, are effective therapies,
these procedures are not without risk. Therefore, identifying
patients with aneurysms who are at high risk for rupture is critical
in identifying appropriate candidates for preventative treatment.
Advantages of 7T vessel wall imaging are increased SNR, higher
spatial resolution, and greater CSF suppression compared with
3T.38-40 However, 7T imaging is limited by artifacts caused by
increased transmit field (B1) inhomogeneity. The superiority over
lower-field MR imaging in vessel wall imaging remains inad-
equately understood.

Using gadolinium-enhanced MPRAGE 7T MR imaging, Sato
et al41 reported 2 discrete aneurysm wall microstructures that are
poorly resolved with lower-resolution MR imaging at lower field
strengths: partial or complete enhancement of the inner wall
(neovascularization) and outer wall (formation of the vasa vaso-
rum). The latter pattern correlated histologically with vessel wall
instability, suggesting that contrast-enhanced 7T MR imaging
may be useful to characterize thrombosed intracranial aneurysms
and could be a valuable clinical tool for determining rupture
potential. Similarly, in comparing 1.5T and 7T TOF, Wrede et al2

reported that detectability and characterization of unruptured
intracranial aneurysms were increased at 7T. In another study,
7T TOF provided delineation of unruptured intracranial aneur-
ysms comparable with DSA, which is the current criterion stand-
ard. Such evidence suggests that 7T MR imaging may obviate
ionizing radiation and iodinated contrast agent administration in
the future.42 In a study of 21 saccular and 11 fusiform intracranial
aneurysms using 0.4-mm isotropic 7T contrast-enhanced black-
blood MR imaging, fusiform aneurysms exhibited superior wall

enhancement due to increased resolution, image quality, and
involvement of a larger surface than saccular aneurysms, reflect-
ing differences in pathology.43

Imaging hemodynamics and quantifying forces within vessels
are another important component of predicting aneurysm rup-
ture risk. Blankena et al44 used a TSE-based vessel wall sequence
and phase-contrast 7T MR imaging to demonstrate an inverse
relationship between vessel wall thickness and wall shear stress.
Other advanced imaging techniques, including volume pulsation
quantification, rotational angiography, and 4D flow, have been
explored as aneurysm-rupture risk predictors at lower-field MR
imaging; however, their implementation at 7T remains limited.
As a result of artifacts, UHF quantification of volume pulsation
of unruptured cerebral aneurysms is not currently possible, even
with the high spatial resolution of 7T data.45 Additional applica-
tions of 7T TOF imaging have included differentiation between
cerebral aneurysms and infundibula.46

Despite these studies, it remains unclear whether 7T is more
sensitive than lower-field MR imaging in detecting and character-
izing cerebral aneurysms because there are relatively few direct
comparison studies.

Atherosclerosis. Advanced high-resolution imaging methods
may be useful in predicting atherosclerotic plaque rupture, embo-
lization, and stroke (Fig 3).47 Harteveld et al,48 who used 3D gad-
olinium-enhanced T1-weighted 7T MR imaging to quantify
atherosclerotic lesion burden in patients with posterior cerebral
ischemia, confirmed greater lesion burden in the posterior cere-
bral artery. These results suggest that 7T contrast-enhanced vessel
wall imaging may aid in the association between intracranial ves-
sel wall lesions and ischemic events. Direct comparison of vessel
wall imaging in an elderly asymptomatic population confirmed
greater vessel wall visibility and more lesions at 7T compared
with 3T.49 These authors suggested that the conspicuity of

FIG 2. A patient with epilepsy with a subtle right-sided parieto-occipital polymicrogyria faintly seen on axial T2-weighted imaging at 3T (A, magnified inset
B) with improved characterization at 7T (C, magnified inset D). Internal architecture and heterogeneity are alsomuch better appreciated at 7T. SWI 7Tmin-
imum-intensity-projection demonstrates a cluster of venous structures (arrowheads) associated with the polymicrogyria (E, magnified inset F).
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vessel wall lesions in the proximal anterior cerebral and pos-
terior cerebral arteries is optimally imaged with 7T MR imag-
ing.50 While 7T has been used to precisely measure circle of
Willis vessel wall thickness in symptomatic and asymptom-
atic patients ex vivo,50 a direct comparison between symptomatic
and asymptomatic patients in vivo is required for more definitive
clinical utility.

A report on a cohort with mixed pathologies, including
cerebral atherosclerotic lesions and aneurysms, compared
vessel wall imaging with 3T and 7T T1-weighted sampling
perfection with application-optimized contrasts by using dif-
ferent flip angle evolution (SPACE sequence; Siemens,

Erlangen, Germany).51 MR imaging
at 7T offered superior vessel wall
characterization compared with 3T
and greater visualization of the fi-
brous cap and lipid core among athe-
rosclerotic plaques at 7T over 3T.
Therefore, there may be a potential
role of 7T MR imaging for diagnosis
and risk stratification in intracranial
vascular disease.51 By means of high-
resolution 7T vessel wall imaging to
determine the prevalence of vessel
wall lesions, 96% of patients with
vascular disease had at least 1 vessel
wall lesion, nearly 3-fold the rate re-
ported by the Atherosclerosis Risk in
Communities Study at 3T.52,53 This
discrepancy was attributed to differen-
ces in cohorts. Increased SNR at 7T
MR imaging did contribute to higher
detection of lesions. While these
results suggest that 7T MR imaging
may be useful in screening for intra-
cranial vessel lesions and quantifying
overall lesion burden, future studies
are required to determine whether the
smaller lesions detected only at UHF
are clinically relevant.

Areas of wall thickening on imag-
ing correspond to regions of advanced
atherosclerosis with ex vivo 7T MR
imaging.54 Additionally, 7T signal
heterogeneity permitted spatial dif-
ferentiation of constituent plaque
components, including macrophages
and collagen.54 Similar morphologic
vessel wall properties at 3T and
7T, including vessel wall and luminal
areas, were reported by others.55 How-
ever, 7T exhibited a significantly
higher vessel wall SNR and contrast-
to-noise ratio for both T1- and T2-
weighted sequences.55 These results
are similar to those of another carotid
wall imaging study that reported sig-

nificantly higher SNR at 7T compared with 3T, suggesting that
7T may be superior in diagnosing carotid vessel wall pathology.56

Majidi et al57 correlated in vitro intravascular sonography and 7T
MR imaging findings with histology, concluding that 7T MR
imaging is a reliable method of detecting burden within intracra-
nial arteries.

Stroke. MR imaging at 7T has been used to characterize infarct
morphology.58 When similar stroke protocols at 3T and 7T in
patients with subacute and chronic stroke were compared, higher
spatial resolution at 7T revealed more subtle features of ischemic
lesions and infarct morphology compared with lower-field MR

FIG 3. A 73-year-old man with a posterior circulation stroke, an occluded left vertebral artery,
and stenosis of the basilar artery. TOF angiography at 3T of a patient with basilar artery stenosis
(white arrow, A). Pre- and postcontrast vessel wall imaging at 3T (B and C) and 7T (D and E) in a
patient with basilar artery atherosclerotic plaque (white arrows indicate areas of stenosis).

FIG 4. Axial T2-weighted image at 7T of a patient with classic trigeminal neuralgia and associated
right-sided neurovascular compression (arrow indicates right trigeminal nerve; arrowhead indi-
cates artery in A and magnified inset B). There may be subtle hyperintensity within the nerve
itself. Whole-brain maximum intensity time-of-flight projection at 7T (C) and fused gray-scale T2
and color-encoded TOF (D and E, at same locations as A and B) show orientation of the vessels
and nerve and resultant neurovascular compression.
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imaging.58 Prior studies have successfully used 7T MR imaging to
image occlusive changes in lenticulostriate arteries in acute59 and
chronic60 stroke. Lenticulostriate arteries are difficult to image
with conventional modalities due to their small size, but advances
in 7T imaging have permitted excellent visualization at improved
resolution with both T2-weighted and TOF imaging (On-line Fig
3).59-61 However, a direct comparison between 7T and lower field
strengths for visualization of lenticulostriate artery features such as
occlusion has not yet been quantified.

Moyamoya Vasculopathy. MR imaging at 7T has been applied
to Moyamoya vasculopathy.62 Because revascularization sur-
gery is a common treatment, high-resolution arterial imaging
by DSA or CT angiography is used to plan surgery. However,
7T imaging may obviate contrast and radiation techniques. If
one compared DSA, 3T MRA, and 7T MRA, all 3 were of
diagnostic value, but 7T TOF was superior to 3T for detecting
disease-specific small-vessel pathology.62 Furthermore, 7T
and DSA provided similar results, despite motion artifacts
being observed at 7T.62 While there were no significant dif-
ferences between ICA diameters or ivy sign scores between
field strengths, 7T exhibited higher sensitivity and specific-
ity than 3T for detecting flow voids and provided superior
depiction of slow-flowing blood within peripheral arteries.63

These preliminary studies using 7T MR imaging in charac-
terizing abnormal vascular networks among patients with
Moyamoya disease are promising and warrant further
investigation.

Trigeminal Neuralgia. Trigeminal neuralgia is another pathol-
ogy in which 7T MR imaging may find use. Vascular com-
pression of the trigeminal nerve is the most common
etiology; TOF plays an important role in diagnosing neuro-
vascular conflict.64 TOF at 7T facilitates increased visualiza-
tion of first- and second-order arterial branches that are
poorly depicted at 1.5T or 3T.65 While trigeminal neuralgia
can present without vascular compression,64 some cases of
MR imaging negative for trigeminal neuralgia may result
from offending vessels that are too small to see by conven-
tional imaging methods. Therefore, 7T TOF may be particu-
larly useful for patients with trigeminal neuralgia in whom
lower-field scanning fails to confirm vascular compression.
Although studies have applied 7T MR imaging to trigeminal
imaging,66 no 7T study has coupled high-resolution TOF
with structural or diffusion MR imaging to characterize neu-
rovascular compression. Fusion of structural and high-reso-
lution TOF imaging in trigeminal neuralgia is possible (Fig
4). Therefore, studies applying these techniques in patients
with trigeminal neuralgia with nondiagnostic clinical MR
imaging may clarify the value of 7T TOF in the diagnosis of
neuropathic pain.

CONCLUSIONS
We described the emerging roles of vascular 7T MR imaging in
neurosurgery and discussed current limitations of UHF neuro-
imaging. There has been considerable effort to apply vascular
7T MR imaging to conditions such as gliomas and vessel wall

imaging, yet many unexplored applications of vascular imaging
remain. The superior resolution and SNR of 7T compared with
lower-field MR imaging in certain brain regions, coupled with
technical developments that minimize susceptibility artifacts,
are expected to expand the increasingly important role of 7T in
the work-up of various neurosurgical diseases.
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